Amena Lee Schlaikjer
Innovation strategist, coach trainer and
design thinker of solutions for our
collective personal well-being.

Learn innovation methodology, effective
communication skills and how to best cultivate
your personal power and presence for influence.
25 Years living in Asia Pacific
(Guangzhou, Taipei, Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Vietnam)

15 Years studying as Mind-Body Practitioner
(Yoga 320hr TT, Weightlessness 500hr, Somatic Coach, LE Level 1-2)

12 Years designing in Brand & Business Innovation
(?WhatIf! Innovation, TWW, THNK School of Creative Leadership)

8 Years running my own show
(The Wellness Works)

Hello.

I facilitate workshops on the importance of
organizing our minds, our bodies, and our lives
in order to be more effective, creative and
productive people with practical tools and
strategies that give theoretical leadership topics
personal relevance.

Twelve years training innovation methodology has shaped a
principle-based curriculum focused on how to find relevance and
impact to influence with your ideas and concepts. Fifteen years
as a mind-body practitioner has brought key insights into the
process of change from our psychobiology; learning how to
increase leadership capacity, and respond to stress and
pressure with greater confidence and integrity. These two
capacities have woven together a unique interactive training
experience that uses our whole body for effective, embodied
change.
Learn how the way we sit, stand, breathe, think and speak affect
how we influence each other and harness a deeper, wiser
competency for change and influence.

Embodied Change.

Change and transformation do not have to be pure chaos. By
learning effective tools to organize our minds, our bodies and our
lives, we can better equip ourselves for navigating the inevitable
change of today’s chaotic marketplace and relationships.

Embodying Change
Leadership Presence
Influence with Ideas
Inside-Out Innovation
(And Bespoke Programs)

Corporate Clients
EO
Philips
Bupa
Ford
Magna Steyr
Marriott
Google

Apple
L'Oreal
Bertelsmann
ThreeonBund
GITI
Intel
TedX

Training Partners
THNK School of
Creative Leadership
School Gumption
Dragon Thinking
Let’s Make Great
The Magic Sauce

Training Together.

Workshop Topics

Give an interactive talk
to our Women’s
Network on how to
best design time &
energy moments
throughout the day.
(Intel)

Work with our TedX
speakers on
“embodying their
ideas” to give their
speeches with more
power and presence.
(TedX)

Lead a one-day
workshop for the
world’s most innovative
companies in bringing
ideas to life. (Google et
al @ Global Learning
Alliance)

Facilitate the Design
Thinking process to our
marketing team so that
they can better ideate
on events in the future.
(Bertelsmann)

Design and facilitate a
2-day workshop for our
EO Asia Pac CEOs on a
“Discovery Retreat” for
personal sustainability.
(Entrepreneurs Org)

Craft an innovative
experience around
training healthier
behaviors at work for
our 400 person
campus.
(Magna Steyr)

Design an interactive
event to facilitate our
doctors through a
journey towards wellbeing diagnostics.
(Bupa)

Train our Leadership
Team on “U Theory”
and the elements of
better navigating
change.
(ThreeontheBund)

Help our managers
better integrate their
Apple University
Leadership palette
through coaching
practice.
(Apple)

Help our Innovative
team work through the
Insights - to -Ideas
phase with some
actionable tools &
behaviors.
(Philips)

Equip our R&D
Management Team
with Creative Tools &
Behaviors to better
manage our Innovation
Pipeline Development.
(L’Oreal)

Work with our 100
NGO Leaders across
China to understand
how to lead innovation
through their orgs.
(Ford)

Train our leadership
team with innovative
tools to help create
their future pipeline for
in-coming teams.
(Marriott)

Help our managers
understand Diversity &
Inclusion in the
workplace through
embodied practice.
(Mars)

Sample Trainings.

Train our senior team
on the importance of
Empathy in the
innovation process and
run simulations on
practicing empathy.
(GITI)

At the core of my approach is the human body: what it needs to
be healthy in its environment and the idea that we don’t chase
trends or create waste. This can draw from physiology,
psychology, sociology, and ecology and so I have a network of
practitioners with tailored insights and examples into ways we
can create new systems of living in harmony with our own
bodies, our societies and the planet at large.

Inside-Out Innovation.

Like many globetrotters since birth, I’m forever a student of
learning the differences that make us unique and get along.
One part wellness practitioner and one part innovation
strategist, I’m passionate about designing ways people can
thrive. I’ve evolved to become a hybrid, multi-cultural insight
researcher and ideas tinkerer who knows real transformation
doesn’t just come from newness but principle-based change
that fixes a real world problem. I’ve made ideas happen for a
variety of businesses, from pioneering start-ups to multinational
brands across various categories — all with the intention of
designing from the whole human.

J&J, ClubMed, ColgatePalmolive, Unilever, Philips, TUV,
Durex, Haworth, Bupa, Ford,
Chic Group, Magna Steyr,
Marriott, Sodexo, Apple, Ecover,
InterfaceFLOR, L'Oreal,
Bertelsmann, GITI, Intel.

Start-Up Partners
Shokay, Fields, The Suited
Monk, Sprout LIfestyle,
Greennovate, Slow Food,
NutriRice, Ambokka Retreats,
LOHAsia, Insignia, Octave
Living Room, The Good Guys,
Weightlessness, Huayi
Wellness, ThreeontheBund.

0.5-day Workshop:
Inside-Out Innovation (Experience)
2-day Workshop:
Designing From the Body (with Brief)
2-3 month Projects:
Inside to Outside to Insights to Ideas

Creating Together.

Corporate Clients

Concept a “new way to
stay” in a city for the
demands of the Asian
Business Traveler.

Help us uncover new
insights into healthy
teeth and gums for new
formats in our
innovation pipeline.

Help us position
colorful enriched rice to
the modern city dweller
who won't eat brown
rice.

How do we help our
clients design for ways
to move when we sell
chairs that make them
sit?

How can we inspire our
burnt out executives to
embrace vitality as a
new core tenant of our
brand?

Concept a retreat
experience around
Nature being the
secular guru.

Uncover a way for end
consumers to care
about our eco-friendly
testing standards.

Create a way to revive
an outdated healthy
skin cream for third tier
young ladies.

Gather insights around
sexual well-being so
that we can go beyond
our "pleasure"
positioning.

Help us come up with
future ideas in the
realm of “personal air
space” for polluted
environments.

How can I take this
highly philosophical
concept of feeling
weightless and deliver
it as an experience?

How can I get
companies to stop
adding wellness
"programs" and start
imbedding a wellness
culture?

How can we design an
event around doctors
embracing wellness as
a way to talk about
illness?
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Sample Briefs.

Design a modernized
and results-based TCM
concept that can pluginto our existing hotel.

Help me find a
positioning and name
for a course that helps
people find their Life’s
Purpose.

amena@the-wellness-works.com
+84 934 830 961 (WhatsApp)
+86 1381 874 3967 (WeChat)

Reach Out.

Amena Lee Schlaikjer

Not slow, but still.

We currently design reactively, troubleshooting
problems that arise from the burnout of living in
the speed of technology, not the speed of our
inherent nature. How might we design creatively,
anticipating problems through preventative
means at a pace that’s effective and sustaining.
Some times we need to stand still to get ahead.

